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Kaisa
Sirén

Kaisa Sirén lives and works at the 
Arctic Circle, in Finnish Lapland, and 
has been doing ICM since 2004.  She 
was featured in the first issue of ICM 
Photography Magazine in June 2020 
and runs a quarterly exercise for 
beginners in the magazine.  Kaisa
works full time as a freelance 
photographer, doing ICM art in her 
free time.  She is currently working on 
a series called En Route to 
Dreamscape, alongside running her 
gallery in Rovaniemi, Finland.

Morag 
Paterson

Morag Paterson has been exploring 
ICM photography for fourteen years.  
Her work explores the natural world, 
with a keen eye on how we as 
photographers and artists can discuss 
themes around environmental 
challenges and keep our carbon 
footprints low, by learning to embrace 
shooting local and making the most of 
our surroundings.  Morag’s ICM work 
was featured in the September issue of 
ICM Photography Magazine, and she 
provides a quarterly mentoring 
opportunity for the magazine, as well.

Stephanie 
Johnson

Stephanie Johnson is the founder and 
creator of ICM Photography Magazine 
and has focused primarily on ICM 
photography for the past four 
years. She is a very passionate 
advocate for encouraging others to ‘see 
things differently’ and for helping them 
to find their artistic voice through less 
conventional methods, breaking down 
the traditional lines of visual 
communication and asking 
photographers to tap more into their 
inner lives to make more meaningful 
connections to the outer world with 
their imagery.



Beginnings:
Begin a new path toward developing your creativity,
storytelling, and a deeper personal connection 
to your ICM photography

As we begin to explore creative image making through connections and stories, you may find yourself on a journey of 
discovery and self-expression unlike anything you have previously known.  

Using this theme of ‘Beginnings,’ we want you to come to the process of creating new ICM images from a new place of 
awakening your creative spirit, of finding deeper connections, and of learning to transcend the ordinary.  We want you to 
connect with your artistry in a new way and to come to a deeper understanding of your own individual photographic and 
creative processes through immersion, reflection, and self-expression, as we explore ways to answer questions about how 
we may use ICM photography to tell more meaningful stories and bridge connections to both the inner landscape of the 
spirit, as well as to the outer landscape of the world in which we live.  

Using poetry, other writings, music, imagery, and concepts as prompts, these starting points will guide you on a journey of 
exploration, through the creation of new ICM work, as well as through journaling during the period of the workshop, to help 
you build a meaningful personal project based around a chosen theme.

Workshopping each other’s creative work is a valuable and insightful tool, for receiving immediate feedback, constructive 
criticism, encouragement, and support along the way.  

In the end, you will come away with a personal body of work from this immersive experience, reflecting your explorative 
experience, that you can be proud of individually, but will also be curated to exhibit a collective body of work for sharing 
your collective experience with the world on the ICM Photography Magazine website.  



John O’Donohue ~ Irish Poet & Philosopher (1956-2008) 

Consider the meaning of ‘Beginnings.’
 What does that mean to you?
 How might this poem enable you to tap more deeply into new creative beginnings that 

have been waiting inside you to emerge? 

As your spirit begins to awaken to adventure and you step out onto new creative ground, 
use this poem as inspiration to create new ICM work and perhaps experiment with 
movements, settings, or even multiple exposures that you might not have considered 
before.

Journal about your experience.  Allow your thoughts, feelings, and emotions to flow 
through your writing as a way to connect your image making more deeply to your 
experiences in the moment.  What came up for you and how did you react/handle that?

https://www.johnodonohue.com/


Consider the concept of inter-connectedness.
 Do you see, sense, or feel your connection to the family of all things?
 How might this poem inspire you to tap into your imagination in this world of inter-

connected things? 

As you begin to hear the wild geese calling you home, find a deeper connection that will 
allow you to create new ICM work that reveals the energetic flow, essence, and inter-
connectedness in the world around you, as well as your personal connection and emotion 
in the moment.

Journal about your experience.  Allow your thoughts, feelings, and emotions to flow 
through your writing as a way to connect your image making more deeply to your 
experiences in the moment.  What did you discover, or what was revealed to you?

Mary Oliver ~ American Poet (1935-2019) 

https://maryoliver.beacon.org/aboutmary/index.html


Lindsey Stirling ~ American Violinist (1986) Consider the idea of creative transformation or transcendence.
 What does that mean to you?
 How might this poem enable you to tap more deeply into new creative beginnings that 

have been waiting inside you to emerge? 

Beginnings can sometimes correlate with transformation and transcendence from 
circumstances.  Use the music in this video to inspire transformative and transcendent 
ways of seeing.  Create new ICM work that takes the ordinary and transforms it into 
something new.  Transcend what you see with your physical eyes to create new ICM work 
that stretches your creative boundaries. 

Journal about your experience.  How did the idea of creative transformation or 
transcendence help you to see things differently?

Click the Image to Watch Video

~ Transcendence ~
the state of surpassing ordinary limits or boundaries

to go beyond a prior form or state of something

Transcendence (Orchestral) by Lindsey Stirling

https://www.lindseystirling.com/home
https://youtu.be/DHdkRvEzW84


Take a word from your native language and translate it into another language which you 
have no knowledge of.  Then, start to repeat the foreign word and see what kinds of 
images begin to form in your mind.  Repetition helps brings about creativity in the brain.

Repeat these new words while listening to the music of Arvo Pärt.

Examples:

Aamu Dawn
Aisti Sense
Ajallaan In Its Time, or Just in Time, or On Time
Ajatella To Think
Avanto Opening

Arvo Pärt ~ Estonian Composer (1935) 

Click the Images to Listen to the Music on YouTube

https://www.arvopart.ee/en/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TzIZPZN5K60
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U4RmJaP683A


Merlin Sheldrake ~ English Biologist and Writer

Use the quotes from Merlin Sheldrake’s book, Entangled Life, to help lure you out of your 
well-worn patterns of thought about your ICM work and give yourself permission to free 
your imagination. 

Consider the concept of how perceptions are formed by expectation.
 Experiment with looking at familiar objects without preconceived expectations.  Did 

this change how you saw these objects?
 How can the release of expectations help you to create more emotive and meaningful 

ICM work, especially with familiar, mundane, or even unattractive subjects? 

Journal about your experience.  How did giving yourself permission to free your 
imagination help you to press against the limits of your own understanding and to see 
possibilities where they might not have existed before, ?

“The magic tricks were changing the way 
people experienced the world.  David 
(Abram) explained to me why he thought 
this happened.  Our perceptions work in 
large part by expectation.  It takes less 
cognitive effort to make sense of the world 
using preconceived images updated with a 
small amount of new sensory information 
than to constantly form entirely new 
perceptions from scratch.  It is our 
preconceptions that create the blind spots 
in which magicians do their work.  By 
attrition, coin tricks loosen the grip of our 
expectations about the way hands and coins 
work. On leaving the restaurant, the sky 
looked different because the diners saw the 
sky as it was there and then, rather than as 
they expected it to be. Tricked out of our 
expectations, we fall back on our senses. 
What’s astonishing is the gulf between what 
we expect to find, and what we find when 
we actually look.”

"I wanted to understand fungi, not by 
reducing them to ticking, spinning, bleeping 
mechanisms, as we so often do.  Rather, I 
wanted to let these organisms lure me out 
of my well-worn patterns of thought, to 
imagine the possibilities they face, to let 
them press against the limits of my 
understanding, to give myself permission to 
be amazed – and confused – by their 
entangled lives.”

https://www.merlinsheldrake.com/
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